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Listed below are the learning targets your child will be expected to understand and per-
form. Also included is the vocabulary that will be used in the classroom, both orally and 

written.

Unit “I can” Statements Vocabulary

3 NBT.6 I can decompose numbers based on place value to find the 
quotient of a greater number divided by a 1-digit number.
          I can divide up to 4-digit numbers that will result in whole 
numbers and remainders.
          I can  interpret reminders and how they affect the quotient.
          I can model division by using the area model, rectangular 
arrays, and writing equations.
          I can write an explanation describing how the quotient was found.

OA.4 I can list factors for a given whole number.
         I can classify numbers as prime or composite.
         I can list multiples of a given single digit number.
         I can decide if a number is a multiple of a given 1-digit number.

OA.3 I can identify the differences among add, subtract, multiply, divide with 
whole numbers.
         I can perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with 
whole numbers.
         I can interpret remainders and how they affect the shoe number answer in 
a division problem.
         I can write equations using variables for unknowns in multi-step word 
problems.
         I can evaluate the reasonableness of an answer by using estimation 
strategies.
         I can write an equation consisting of multiple operations to 
reflect a word problem.
         I can select a word problem that matches an equation.
         I can solve addition and subtraction word problems that includes these 
unknowns: total, both addends, difference, greater, lesser, and change unknown.
         I can solve multiplication and division word problems that include equal 
groups, arrays of objects, and comparisons.

MD.3 I can find the area and perimeter of rectangular figures in real world 
situations, including finding the unknown length.
          I can determine how many times larger a specific unit is than another 
unit.
         I can calculate area and perimeter using a given unit.
       

NBT.6 Compose,
Decompose, Remainder,
Quotient, Area Model,
Rectangular array

OA.4 Whole number,
Prime number,
Composite number,
Factor, Factor pair,
Multiple, Divisible,
Divisibility

OA.3 Parenthesis,
Rounding, Estimate,
Reasonableness,
Remainder, Variables

MD.3 Area, Perimeter,
Formula



4 NF.1 I can plot, label, and identify fractions on a number line and a variety of 
fraction models.
        I can write 1 and other whole numbers as fractions.
        I can create equivalent fractions by partitioning into smaller parts or 
combining parts into larger parts.
        I can write to justify why two fractions are or are not equivalent.

NF.2 I can make comparisons of fractions using a variety of visual models.
         I can find common denominators to create equivalent fractions and 
decompose fractions to justify comparisons.
         I can draw a model to justify my conclusions when comparing two 
fractions.
         I can evaluate the reasonableness of a conclusion based on the fractions of 
0, 1/2, and 1.

NF.3 I can plot and label a fraction on a number line.
        I can compose and decompose a fraction into unit fractions.
        I can convert a mixed number into a fraction.        
        I can decompose a fraction into a sum of a whole number.
        I can decompose a fraction into parts and write an equation that represents 
those parts.
        I can determine if the sum of fractions equals a given fraction.
        I can use fraction models to justify decomposition.
        I can create an equivalent fraction for a mixed number, writing it as an 
improper fraction.
        I can solve word problems that include: result or total unknown, both 
addends unknown, change or difference unknown, and greater or lesser 
unknown.
        I can write an equation that represents a word problem.

        

NF.1 Fraction,
Equivalent fraction,
Numerator,
Denominator, Plot, Label, 
Partition

NF.2 Benchmark fraction,
Visual fraction model

NF.3 Plot, Unit Fraction,
Proper, Improper, 
Line plot, Convert, 
Mixed number



 




